DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Justification and Approval
For
Other Than Full and Open Competition
1. Contracting Activity:
Department of Veterans Affairs
Lebanon VA Medical Center
1700 S. Lincoln Ave.
Lebanon, PA 17042
2. Nature and/or Description of the Action Being Processed:
Contractor shall furnish management, supervision, labor transportation, equipment, and materials, and
perform work to include general construction, alterations, mechanical and electrical work, and certain other
items as required by project drawings and specifications for:
PROJECT NO. #595-10-105
VACO – LEBANON VA MEDICAL CENTER
RENOVATE ACUTE CARE 1-2 BED UNIT
This acquisition is a firm-fixed price construction buy.
3. Description of Supplies/Services Required to Meet the Agency’s Needs:
This section specifies the furnishing, installation and connection of the “Opus” Nurture by Steelcase
patient wall systems both horizontal and vertical, with Hill Rom Rail for medical gasses. Patient wall
systems are also referred to as prefabricated bedside patient units:
A. Shall be UL listed.
B. Shall consist of a structural framework, removable panels and removable equipment console units,
factory assembled to house all permanent bedside services including but not necessarily limited to
fixtures, grounding jacks, power outlets, telephone outlet, nurses call patient station, medical gas
outlet(s) and other fittings or devices.
C. Shall conform to the following:
1. Applicable requirements in NFPA 70 (NEC) and NFPA 99.
2. Assembly and all components shall be UL listed or labeled.
D. Coordinate the mounting space provisions for the nurse call equipment with Section 27 52 23, NURSE
CALL/CODE BLUE SYSTEMS.
E. Compressed Air, Oxygen and Vacuum System Equipment: Furnish, install and test the equipment in
accordance with the drawings and Section 22 62 00, VACUUM SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY AND

HEALTHCARE FACILITIES and Section 22 63 00, GAS SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY AND HEALTHCARE
FACILITIES.
1. Fixed medical gas outlets are permanently installed in one location and may not be moved without
special tools and shutting off the gas involved.
2. Movable medical gas outlets:
a. Hose connected to gas manifold type:
1) The hoses connected to gas manifold shall be UL listed and labeled for the purpose.
2) All hoses shall be accessible at all times. Use bars or other restraining devices to control
exposed hoses. A panel may cover the hoses provided it can be easily removed with out the
use of special tools for hose inspection.
b. Relocatable type:
1) Relocatable (snap-in) without the use of tools to any one of several different fixed locations.
2) Appropriate relocatable adapter can be used to access available gases from each fixed
location.
3) Cover all unused locations with a blank (no gas) adapter plate.
F. Electrical receptacles and switches shall comply with the requirements in Section 26 27 26, WIRING
DEVICES; grounding in Section 26 05 26, GROUNDING AND BONDING FOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS; and
internal wiring in Section 26 05 21, LOW-VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL POWER CONDUCTORS AND CABLES (600
VOLTS AND BELOW).
G. Styles:
1. Style A1: A single bed patient wall unit consisting of a horizontal// vertical unit. Horizontal units shall
consist of a minimum of three rails (two rails can be used if the bed light is independently mounted).
Patient bed light power must be wired through the patient wall unit. Provide a middle rail for
power, nurses call and medical gases as well as a bottom rail with bed bumper and for bed motor
power. The horizontal unit shall have a vertical chase connecting the rails to the above ceiling
junction boxes and gas connection points. All electrical devices shall be wired in accordance with the
schematic diagram shown on the drawings.
a. Provide oxygen gas outlet(s) DISS type: 2-each fixed or 1-each movable.
b. Provide air outlet (s) DISS type: 2-each fixed or 1-each moveable.
c. Provide vacuum outlet(s) DISS type: 2-each fixed or 2-each movable.

d. Provide emergency power outlets: 2-each NEMA 20R single receptacles, self illuminated red
with stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plate, engraved "EMERGENCY POWER" with
minimum 6 mm (1/4 inch) red filled letters.
e. Provide normal power outlets: 3-each NEMA 20R single white receptacles. One of which is for
the bed motor. Provide stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plates.
f.

Provide Nurses Call audio-visual single bed station.

g. Provide Tele-cart jack.
h. Provide an auxiliary light (6 to 7 watts) with hood and switch. Both shall be mounted on a
stainless steel or an anodized aluminum face plate installed in a single gang box.
i.

Provide a switch for the overhead/exam light.

j.

Provide a patient wall mounted bed light fixture. Refer to Section 26 51 00, INTERIOR LIGHTING.
The bed light shall be powered through the patient wall unit.

2. Style A2: A two bed patient wall system consisting of a horizontal unit. Horizontal units shall consist
of a minimum of three rails (two rails can be used if the bed light is independently mounted). Patient
bed light power must be wired through the patient wall unit. Provide a middle rail for power, nurses
call, and medical gases as well as a bottom rail with bed bumper and for bed motor power. The
horizontal unit shall have a vertical chase connecting the rails to the above ceiling junction boxes
and gas connection points. All electrical devices shall be wired in accordance with the schematic
diagram shown on the drawings.
a. Provide oxygen gas outlets: 4-each fixed or 2-each movable.
b. Provide air outlets: 4-each fixed or 2-each movable.
c. Provide vacuum outlets: 4-each fixed or 4-each movable.
d. Provide emergency power outlets: 2-each NEMA 20R single receptacles, self illuminated red
with stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plates, engraved "EMERGENCY POWER" with
minimum 6 mm (1/4 inch) red filled letters.
e. Provide normal power outlets: 5-each NEMA 20R single white receptacles. One of which is for
the bed motor. Provide stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plates.
f.

Provide a Nurses Call audio-visual double bed station.

g. Provide a Tele-cart outlet with two jacks.
h. Provide an auxiliary light (6 to 7 watts) with hood and switch. Both shall be mounted on a
stainless steel or an anodized aluminum face plate installed in a single gang box.
i.

Provide separate switches for each overhead/exam light.

h. Provide patient wall mounted bed light fixtures. Refer to Section 26 51 00, INTERIOR LIGHTING.
The bed lights shall be powered through the patient wall unit.
3. Style B1: Single bed patient wall system consisting of a horizontal unit. Horizontal units shall consist
of a minimum of three rails (two rails can be used if the bed light is independently mounted).
Provide a middle rail for power, nurses call and medical gases as well as a bottom rail with bed
bumper and for bed motor power. Patient bed light power must be wired through the patient wall
unit. The horizontal unit shall have a vertical chase connecting the rails to the above ceiling junction
boxes and gas connection points. All electrical devices shall be wired in accordance with the
schematic diagram shown on the drawings.
a. Provide oxygen gas outlets: 4-each fixed or 2-each movable.
b. Provide air outlets: 4-each fixed or 2-each movable.
c. Provide vacuum outlets: 6-each fixed or 3-each movable.
d. Provide emergency power outlets: 2-each NEMA 20R single receptacles, self illuminated red
with stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plates, engraved "EMERGENCY POWER" with
minimum 6 mm (1/4 inch) red filled letters.
e. Provide normal power outlets: 5-each NEMA 20R single white receptacles. One of which is for
the bed motor. Provide stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plates.
f.

Provide a Nurses Call audio-visual single bed station.

g. Provide Tele-cart jack.
h. Provide an auxiliary light (6 to 7 watts) with hood and switch. Both shall be mounted on a
stainless steel or an anodized aluminum face plate installed in a single gang box.
i.

Provide a switch for the overhead/exam light.

j.

Provide a patient wall mounted bed light fixture. Refer to Section 26 51 00, INTERIOR LIGHTING.
The bed light shall be powered through the patient wall unit.

4. Style B2: Same as Style B1 except with one additional dedicated circuit and single NEMA 20R red
receptacle for a hemodialysis machine. Power the receptacle from its own circuit fed from an
emergency (critical) source. Mount receptacle approximately 1000 mm (40 inches) AFF and
distinctly identify with a stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plate engraved "DIALYSIS
MACHINE ONLY" with minimum 6 mm (1/4 inch) red filled letters.
5. Style C: Single bed patient unit consisting of a horizontal unit. Horizontal units shall consist of a
minimum of three rails. Provide a top rail for power and lighting, a middle rail for power, nurses call
and medical gases as well as a bottom rail with bed bumper and for bed motor power. The

horizontal unit shall have a vertical chase connecting the rails to the above ceiling junction boxes
and gas connection points. All electrical devices shall be wired in accordance with the schematic
diagram shown on the drawings.
a. Provide oxygen gas outlets: 4-each fixed or 2-each movable.
b. Provide air outlets: 4-each fixed or 2-each movable.
c. Provide vacuum outlets: 6-each fixed or 3-each movable.
d. Provide emergency power outlets: 16-each NEMA 20R single receptacles non-illuminated red
with stainless steel or anodized aluminum cover plates engraved "EMERGENCY POWER" and the
circuit number from the integral panelboard feeding the receptacle with minimum 6 mm (1/4
inch) red filled letters.
e. Provide normal power outlets: 2-each NEMA 20R single white receptacles. One of which is for
the bed motor. Each receptacle shall have a stainless steel or an anodized aluminum cover
plate.
f.

Provide Nurses Call audio-visual single bed station or type shown on the drawings.

g. Provide a Tele-cart jack only where shown on the drawings.
h. Provide an auxiliary light (6 to 7 watts) with hood and switch. Both shall be mounted on a
stainless steel or an anodized aluminum face plate installed in a single gang box.
i.

Provide a switch for the overhead/exam light.

j.

Provide a patient, wall mounted, bed light fixture. Refer to Section 26 51 00, INTERIOR LIGHTING
where shown on the drawings.

k. Provide a 24-circuit breaker panelboard open with guard bar or provided with gasketed door.
Section 26 24 16, PANELBOARDS shall apply except interrupting rating may be reduced to
10,000 AIC if adequate for the design. Circuit breakers may be stab-on type.
H. All styles of the units shall have the following features:
1. Basic structural framework shall be constructed of heavy gage extruded aluminum or minimum 1.9
mm (14 gage) cold-rolled steel, designed to be a self-supporting unit for above-the-floor, for close
wall mounting or a freestanding installation. For freestanding units, provide the framework with a
base plate and overhead structural supports.
2. Drill and tap the side frame members to permit the installation of front panel devices at modular
intervals at any elevation between the top and bottom.
3. Provide removable front panels:
a. Construct panel of the following materials:

1) Fire retarding core material surfaced with a high pressure plastic laminated facing sheet.
2) Vinyl material heat and pressure applied over a minimum of 1.6 mm (0.060 inch) sheet
aluminum back braced for rigidity and sound control.
3) Vinyl material heat and pressure applied over sheet steel minimum 1.6 mm (0.060 inch).
4) Vinyl material heat and pressure applied over sheet aluminum minimum 2.0 mm (0.080
inch).
b. Color and texture shall be as specified in the Section 09 06 00, SCHEDULE FOR FINISHES.
c. Bond the panel edges with an aluminum extrusion or cold-rolled steel trim designed for
mounting directly to the structural framework, thus allowing the panels to be easily removed for
access to internal components and for servicing of utility connections or future modifications.
Secure panels with hidden screws or other means to offer an overall finished appearance. All
exposed metal surfaces or trims greater than 4 mm (1/8 inch) wide shall be of anodized
aluminum or stainless steel finished to resist abrasion and affects from hospital cleaning
compounds.
4. Provide Style C units with enclosing back panels. Styles A1, A2, B1 and B2 need not have back
panels, provided they are edge gasketed to the wall or totally and inconspicuously edge sealed to
the wall with a resilient caulking material. Attach side and back panels [sheet steel, a minimum of
1.6 mm (0.060 inch)] or equivalent strength aluminum side and back panels, with flush screws to
permit close wall mounting. Finish side panels to match or compliment the front panels. Match
back panel for free-standing units with the finish of the front and side panels.
5. Mount patient service components in an equipment console made up of a backbox and finish fascia.
a. Use galvanized steel backbox with outlet gang openings on minimum 60 mm (2.4 inches)
uniform centers to provide mounting supports of front panel devices. Provide removable metal
barriers to separate voltage sources and to facilitate wiring between segregated devices within
the same horizontal module.
b. Match finish, either anodized aluminum or stainless steel of all fascia and device face plates.
c. Fascia and/or face plates may be omitted for power and grounding receptacles in the consoles if
the receptacles are mounted flush in the PBPU cover panel and facilities (support members,
tapped holes, spacing, etc.) are provided behind the panel for future addition or relocation of
receptacles.
d. Provide smooth external surfaces having a finished appearance. Maintain adequate spacing of
device plates and similar items to eliminate crevices and facilitate cleaning.

6. Provide patient services as indicated in paragraphs Styles above, the schematic wiring diagram
shown on drawings, and as follows:
a. Electrical components: Factory assembled and prewired to a sectionalized junction box at the
top of the unit in accordance with circuiting and switching arrangements shown on the
drawings. Factory assembled prewiring may be stranded in sizes AWG #10 and #12. Provide an
equipotential ground bus with lugs suitable for connecting AWG #14 to AWG #6 conductors with
a minimum of 48 screw-type terminals, unless otherwise shown.
b. Receptacles: Single Hospital Grade NEMA 5-20R, unless otherwise specified.
c. Provide medical gas components compatible with those installed elsewhere in the project that
are factory assembled, manifolded and pre-piped, using medical grade copper pipe, to single
point connections of each service at the top of the units.
d. Provide nurse call services consisting of provisions for adequate space and matching face plates
for the equipment and empty conduit to the sectionalized junction box at the top of the unit.
e. Provide internal power and signal wiring in separate EMT, flexible metal conduits or approved
raceway. Separate normal power circuits from emergency power circuits. Also, provide
adequate supports for conduits and piping within the structural frame.
f.

Telephone outlets/jacks: Plug-in type as approved by the VAMC.

g. Except for anodized aluminum and galvanized or stainless steel surfaces, clean and paint all
other metal surfaces at the factory with primer and not less than two coats of baked enamel.

4. Statutory Authority Permitting Other than Full and Open Competition:
(X) (1) Only One Responsible Source and No Other Supplies or Services Will Satisfy
Agency Requirements per FAR 6.302-1;
( ) (2) Unusual and Compelling Urgency per FAR 6.302-2;
( ) (3) Industrial Mobilization, Engineering, Developmental or Research Capability
or Expert Services per FAR 6.302-3;
( ) (4) International Agreement per FAR 6.302-4
( ) (5) Authorized or Required by Statute FAR 6.302-5;
( ) (6) National Security per FAR 6.302-6;
( ) (7) Public Interest per FAR 6.302-7;
5. Demonstration that the Contractor’s Unique Qualifications or Nature of the Acquisition Requires the Use
of the Authority Cited Above (applicability of authority):
Patient Headwall System-OPUS-Nurture by Steelcase with Hill Rom Med Gas Rail:
Restriction of sources for this acquisition is justified in accordance with FAR 6.302-1. Although there are
other manufacturers of patient head wall systems, the use of the OPUS-Nurture by Steelcase with Hill Rom

Med Gas Rail is compatible with the other hospital equipment and takes full advange of all of the amenties
available between the bed, nursecall and headwall system. Use of another system will limit some of the
potential capabilities. In addition the head wall selected, and approved based on the asthetic and functional
criteria of the VAMC director, interior designer and A/E. The selection process evaluates multiple
manufacturer’s product lines and colors, to develop a final collection that meets the needs of the VAMC.
The brands selected form a unique décor which could not be achieved or ensured based on non proprietary
bidding.
6. Description of Efforts Made to ensure that offers are solicited from as many potential sources as deemed
practicable:
The AE designing this project made every effort to specify generic items, however in design process only the
products listed above meet the unique design criteria of this construction project. There is no restriction on
suppliers of the products specified, only on the manufacturer. While these products are specified, most can
be procured from multiple sources.
7. Determination by the Contracting Officer that the Anticipated Cost to the Government will be Fair and
Reasonable:
It is anticipated that the prime construction contractor will obtain multiple quotes from various suppliers for
the specified items, thus ensuring fair and reasonable price determination.
8. Description of the Market Research Conducted and the Results, or a Statement of the Reasons Market
Research Was Not Conducted:
No market research was conducted as the prime contractor for these products is responsible for
purchase/procurement of specified products. It is anticipated that prime construction contractor will be
able to obtain price competition for these items.
9. Any Other Facts Supporting the Use of Other than Full and Open Competition:
These items are specified as design criteria to complete a unique atmosphere and work environment.
Deviation from these products would jeopardize the aesthetic feel and functionality of the design.
10. Listing of Sources that Expressed, in Writing, an Interest in the Acquisition:
See Section VI above.
11. A Statement of the Actions, if any, the Agency May Take to Remove or Overcome any Barriers to
Competition before Making subsequent acquisitions for the supplies or services required:
The products specified for this construction project are the only products that meet the Government’s
needs for the specified design. There is no restriction on suppliers of the products specified, only on the
manufacturer. In the future the VA will continue to urge AE design firms to write specifications that allow
for more diverse product placement and less restrictive requirements.

